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Connections between subwords and certain matrix
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Abstract

Parikhmatrices recently introduced have turned out to be a powerful tool in thearithmetizingof the
theory of words. In particular, many inequalities between (scattered) subword occurrences have been
obtained as consequences of the properties of the matrices. This paper continues the investigation
of Parikh matrices and subword occurrences. In particular, we study certain inequalities, as well
as information about subword occurrences sufficient to determine the whole word uniquely. Some
algebraic considerations, facts about forbidden subwords, as well as some open problems are also
included.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the number of occurrences of a wordu as
a subwordin a wordw, in symbols,|w|u. For us the termsubwordmeans thatw, as a
sequence of letters, containsuas a subsequence.More formally, webeginwith the following
fundamental
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Definition 1. A word u is a subwordof a wordw if there exist wordsx1, . . . , xn and
y0, . . . , yn, some of them possibly empty, such that

u = x1 . . . xn and w = y0x1y1 . . . xnyn.

The wordu is a factor of w if there are wordsx andy such thatw = xuy. If the wordx

(resp.y) is empty, thenu is also called aprefix(resp.suffix) of w.

Throughout this paper, we understand subwords and factors in this way. In classical
language theory,[13], our subwords are usually called “scattered subwords”, whereas our
factors are called “subwords”. The notation used throughout the article is|w|u, the number
of occurrences of the wordu as a subword of the wordw. Two occurrences are considered
different if they differ by at least one position of some letter. (Formally an occurrence can
be viewed as a vector of length|u|whose components indicate the positions of the different
letters ofu in w.)
Clearly, |w|u = 0 if |w| < |u|. We also make theconventionthat, for anyw and the

empty word�,

|w|� = 1.

In [14] the number|w|u is denoted as a “binomial coefficient”

|w|u =
(w

u

)
.

If w andu are words over a one-letter alphabet,

w = ai, u = aj ,

then|w|u equals the ordinary binomial coefficient:|w|u = (
i
j

)
.Our convention concerning

the empty word reduces to the fact that
(

i
0

) = 1. (The convention is made also in[3,14].)
Assume that� is an alphabet containing the lettersa andb. A little reflection shows that,

for any wordw,

(|w|a) × (|w|b) = |w|ab + |w|ba.
This simple equation can be viewed as a general fact about occurrences of subwords. It is
also an instance about thelinearization of subword historiesinvestigated in[10]. A slight
variation of the equation immediately leads to difficulties. No explicit characterization is
known for the relation between(|w|u, |w|v) and(|w|uv, |w|vu), whereu, v, w are arbitrary
words. (In general, we use small letters from the beginning of the English alphabet to denote
letters of the formal alphabet.)
A general problem along these lines is the following.What numbers|w|u suffice to

determine the wordw uniquely?For instance, a wordw ∈ {a, b}∗ is uniquely determined
by the values

|w|a = |w|b = 4, |w|ab = 15.
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Indeed,w = a3bab3. On the other hand, a wordw ∈ {a, b}∗ of length 4 is not uniquely
determined by the values|w|u, |u|�2. Either one of the wordsabbaandbaabcan be
chosen asw, and still the equations

|w|a = |w|b = |w|ab = |w|ba = 2, |w|aa = |w|bb = 1

are satisfied.
A powerful tool for such problems is the notion of aParikh matrix. The rest of this paper

deals with this notion. The Parikh matrix associated to a wordw tells the numbers|w|u for
certain specific wordsu. The original notion of a Parikhmatrix was introduced in[9].When
dealing with theextendednotion, [17], one has more leeway in the choice of the wordsu.

2. Parikh matrices

Parikh mappings (vectors)introduced in [12] express properties of words asnumerical
properties of vectors yielding some fundamental language-theoretic consequences, [13,5].
Much information is lost in the transition fromaword to a vector.A sharpening of the Parikh
mapping, where more information is preserved than in the original Parikh mapping, was
introduced in [9]. The newmapping uses upper triangular squarematrices, with nonnegative
integer entries, 1’s on the main diagonal and 0’s below it. Two words with the same Parikh
matrix always have the same Parikh vector, but two words with the same Parikh vector have
in general different Parikh matrices. Thus, the Parikh matrix gives more information about
a word than a Parikh vector. The set of all triangular matrices described above is denoted
byM, and the subset of all matrices of dimensionk�1 is denoted byMk.
We are now ready to introduce the original notion of a Parikh matrix mapping.

Definition 2. Let � = {a1, . . . , ak} be an alphabet. TheParikh matrix mapping, denoted
�k, is the morphism:

�k : �∗ → Mk+1,

defined by the condition: if�k(aq) = (mi,j )1� i,j � (k+1), then for each 1� i �(k + 1),
mi,i = 1,mq,q+1 = 1, all other elements of the matrix�k(aq) being 0.

Observe that when defining the Parikh matrix mapping we have, similarly as when defin-
ing the Parikh vector, in mind a specificorderingof the alphabet. Knowledge of the Parikh
matrices for different orderings of the alphabet will increase our knowledge of the word in
question.
If we consider letters without numerical indices, we assume the alphabetic ordering in

the definition of Parikh matrices. The Parikh matrix mapping is not injective even for the
alphabet{a, b}. For instance, consider the matrices


 1 4 6
0 1 3
0 0 1


 and


 1 5 8
0 1 3
0 0 1


 .
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Then the five words

baabaab, baaabba, abbaaab, abababa, aabbbaa

are exactly the ones having the first matrix as the Parikh matrix. Similarly, the six words

aababbaa, aabbaaba, abaababa, baaaabba, ababaaab, baaabaab

are exactly the ones having the second matrix as the Parikh matrix. This example becomes
clearer in view of the following theorem,[9], where the entries of the Parikh matrix are
characterized. For the alphabet� = {a1, . . . , ak}, we denote byai,j the wordaiai+1 . . . aj ,
where 1� i �j �k.

Theorem 1. Consider � = {a1, . . . , ak} and w ∈ �∗. The matrix �k(w) =
(mi,j )1� i,j � (k+1), has the following properties:
• mi,j = 0, for all 1�j < i �(k + 1),
• mi,i = 1, for all 1� i �(k + 1),
• mi,j+1 = |w|ai,j

, for all 1� i �j �k.

By thesecond diagonal(and similarly thethird diagonal, etc.) of a matrix inMk+1, we
mean the diagonal of lengthk immediately above the main diagonal. (The diagonals from
the third on are shorter.) Theorem1 tells that the second diagonal of the Parikh matrix ofw

gives the Parikh vector ofw. The next diagonals give information about the order of letters
in w by indicating the numbers|w|u for certain specific wordsu.
Properties of Parikh matrices, notably the unambiguity of Parikh matrix mappings, have

been investigated in [4,7–10,15,16]. For any wordw over the alphabet{a, b, c, d}, Theorem
1 implies that

�4(w) =




1 |w|a |w|ab |w|abc |w|abcd
0 1 |w|b |w|bc |w|bcd
0 0 1 |w|c |w|cd
0 0 0 1 |w|d
0 0 0 0 1


 .

The problem of deciding whether or not a given matrix is a Parikh matrix is discussed in
[8]. No nice general criterion is known. However, the following theorem, [8], characterizes
exhaustively the entries in the second and third diagonals of a Parikh matrix.

Theorem 2. Arbitrary nonnegative integersmay appear on the second diagonal of aParikh
matrix. Arbitrary integersmi,i+2, 1� i �k − 1, satisfying the condition

0�mi,i+2�mi,i+1mi+1,i+2

(but no others) may appear on the third diagonal of a(k + 1)-dimensional Parikh matrix.

Theorem2 gives a complete characterization of Parikh matrices over binary alphabets,
since in this case no further diagonals are present. In the general case, starting with arbi-
trary second and third diagonals satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, the matrix can be
completed to a Parikh matrix in at least one way.
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We will now introduce the generalized notion of a Parikh matrix due to[17]. We first
recall the definition of the “Kronecker delta”. For lettersa andb,

�a,b = 1 if a = b,

0 if a = b.

Definition 3. Let u = b1 . . . bk be a word, where eachbi, 1� i �k, is a letter of the
alphabet�. TheParikh matrix mapping with respect tou, denoted�u, is the morphism:

�u : �∗ → Mk+1,

defined, fora ∈ �, by the condition: if�u(a) = Mu(a) = (mi,j )1� i,j � (k+1), then for
each 1� i �(k + 1), mi,i = 1, and for each 1� i �k, mi,i+1 = �a,bi

, all other elements
of the matrixMu(a) being 0. Matrices of the form�u(w), w ∈ �∗, are referred to as
generalized Parikh matrices.

Thus, the Parikh matrixMu(w) associated to a wordw is obtained by multiplying the
matricesMu(a) associated to the lettersa of w, in the order in which the letters appear in
w. The above definition implies that if a lettera does not occur inu, then the matrixMu(a)

is the identity matrix.
For instance, ifu = baac, then

Mu(a) =




1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


 .

Similarly,

Mu(b) =




1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


 , Mu(c) =




1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1


 .

In theoriginal definitionof aParikhmatrix,[9], theworduwaschosen tobeu = a1 . . . ak,
for the alphabet� = {a1, . . . , ak}. In the general setup, the essential contents of Theorem 1
can be formulated as follows. For 1� i �j �k, denoteUi,j = bi . . . bj . Denote the entries
of the matrixMu(w) bymi,j .

Theorem 3. For all i andj , 1� i �j �k, we havemi,1+j = |w|Ui,j
.
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Going back to our exampleu = baac, we infer from Theorem3 that, for any wordw,

Mu(w) =




1 |w|b |w|ba |w|baa |w|baac

0 1 |w|a |w|aa |w|aac

0 0 1 |w|a |w|ac

0 0 0 1 |w|c
0 0 0 0 1


 .

Forw = a3c3bac2ac we get

Mu(w) =




1 1 2 1 1
0 1 5 10 31
0 0 1 5 22
0 0 0 1 6
0 0 0 0 1


 .

3. Matrix-deducible inequalities

Webeginwith the following theorem. It concerns the occurrences of subwords of a certain
general type. We consider decompositionsxyz, and the occurrences ofxyz, y, xy, andyzas
subwords in an arbitraryw.

Theorem 4. The inequality|w|xyz|w|y � |w|xy |w|yz holds for arbitrary wordsw, x, y, z.

Theorem4 is due to [10]. A direct combinatorial proof is given also in [15]. The result
can be obtained also using the following lemma, [10,17]. As in the preceding section, we
denote byMu(w) an arbitrary generalized Parikh matrix.

Lemma 1. The value of any minor of the matrixMu(w) is a nonnegative integer.

The inequality presented in Theorem4 is referred to as theCauchy inequality for words.
It can be claimed to be a fundamental property of words, because of its generality and
because it reduces to equality in a great variety of cases. The choice for the name of the
inequality is motivated by the resemblance to the well-known algebraic Cauchy inequality
for real numbers and also by the methods used in the proof. The reader is referred to [10]
for further details.
No general theory exists concerning the cases when the Cauchy inequality actually re-

duces to an equality. We now present some considerations in this direction.
We begin with a simple example. Consider the words

w = ai1bj1ck1, x = ai2, y = bj2, z = ck2.

(As usual,a, b, c stand for letters.) Clearly,|w|y = (
j1
j2

)
.Straightforward calculations show

that

|w|y |w|xyz =
(

i1

i2

) (
j1

j2

)2(
k1

k2

)
= |w|xy |w|yz.
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For instance, the setup

w = a4b4c4, x = a, y = b, z = c2

yields the value 384 for both sides of the equation.
In general, if

w = x1y1z1, |w|x = |x1|x = m, |w|y = |y1|y = n, |w|z = |z1|z = p,

then both sides of the Cauchy inequality equalmn2p and, thus, the inequality is not proper.
Consider words over a one-letter alphabet. If the wordsw, x, y, z are of lengthsn, i, j, k,

respectively, then the inequality assumes the form
(

n

j

) (
n

i + j + k

)
�

(
n

i + j

) (
n

j + k

)
,

which is easily verified to be true. Here we have an equality exactly in casei = 0 ork = 0.
Assume that

y = aibj ak, x = ai1, z = ak1

andw = ai+i1+i′bj+j ′
ak+k1+k′

. Then again it is easy to verify that the inequality is not
proper.
More general results can be obtained using thelinearization of subword historiespre-

sented in[10]. Consider the equation

(|w|a) × (|w|b) = |w|ab + |w|ba
mentioned in Section 1, valid for any wordw and lettersa andb. According to the termi-
nology introduced in[10], we speak of thesubword historya × b − ab− ba in the word
w, defined by the equation

SH(w, a × b − ab− ba) = (|w|a) × (|w|b) − |w|ab − |w|ba.
Thus, our simple equation tells us that, for any wordw,

SH(w, a × b − ab− ba) = 0.

Secondly, our equation can be written in the form

SH(w, a × b) = SH(w,ab+ ba).

In other words, independently ofw, the subword historya × b assumes the same value as
the subword historyab+ ba in w. In such a case we say that the two subword histories
areequivalent.Our equation shows also how a particular subword history involving the
operation× possesses an equivalentlinear subword history, that is, an equivalent subword
history not involving the operation×. It was established in[10] that this holds true in
general: the operation× can be eliminated from all subword histories. The proof uses the
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shuffleu v of two wordsu andv. By definition,u v consists of all words

u0v0u1v1 . . . ukvk, wherek�0, ui, vi ∈ �∗ for 0� i �k, and

u = u0 . . . uk, v = v0 . . . vk.

It is fairly straightforward to prove that ifu andv are words over disjoint alphabets, then
the subword historiesu×v and

∑
x∈u v x are equivalent. This result forms the basis of the

general linearization technique: for arbitraryu andv, one first provides the letters ofv with
primes, forcing the two words to be over disjoint alphabets. One then forms the shuffle,
arguing at the same time with “reduced” words and multiplicities. For instance,

2abba+ abab+ baba+ 2baab+ aba+ bab

is a linear subword history equivalent toab× ba. The following example is more sophisti-
cated. Consider the special case

A = (ab) × (aabb)�(aab) × (abb) = B.

of the Cauchy inequality. The equivalent linear subword histories are in this case:

A=aba2b2+4a2bab2+9a3b3+a2b2ab+abab2+a2bab+6a2b3+6a3b2+4a2b2,

the linear subword history equivalent toB being obtained by adding

a2bab2+a2b2ab+aba2b2+ababab+ab2a2b+2abab2+a2bab+ab2ab+abab

toA. This gives the following conclusion. (The result can be inferred without reference to
Theorem4.) For any wordw, we have

|w|ab|w|aabb� |w|aab|w|abb.
The equality holds exactly in casew does not contain the subwordabab(and the right side
is nonzero).
The same argument is applicable for more general words. Consider the inequality|w|xyz

|w|y � |w|xy |w|yz, wherex = am, y = ab, z = bn, m, n�1. By analyzing the linear
subword histories arising from the two sides of the inequality, we see that every term on the
left side gives rise to a unique term on the right side and, moreover, the eventual additional
terms on the right side all possess the subwordabab. Thus, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5. The inequality

|w|ab|w|ambn � |w|amb|w|abn , m, n�2,

holds for all wordsw and is strict exactly in casew contains the subword abab(and the
right side is nonzero).

Numerous inequalities can be deduced from Lemma1, by Theorem 1 or Theorem 3. The
following general result is along these lines.
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Theorem 6. Let k�1 and letw, x1, . . . , xk be arbitrary words. Further, let Mdet be an
arbitrary minor of the matrix

M =




1 |w|x1 |w|x1x2 . . . |w|x1...xk

0 1 |w|x2 . . . |w|x2...xk

...
...

...
... |w|xk

0 . . . . . . 0 1




.

ThenMdet�0.

For instance, the subsequent inequalitiesare obtainedbyTheorem6.The lettersu, w, x, y,

z, y1, . . . , yn stand for arbitrary words. A suitable combination of the inequalities gives
(partial) results about the cases when the inequality is strict. However, a general theory is
missing.

|w|xy � |w|x |w|y,

|w|y |w|xyz � |w|xy |w|yz, (Cauchy inequality),

|w|y1 . . . |w|yn |w|xy1...ynz � |w|xy1|w|y1y2 . . . |w|ynz,

|w|x |w|yz + |w|xy |w|z � |w|xyz + |w|x |w|y |w|z,

|w|yz|w|xyzu + |w|xy |w|z|w|yzu + |w|y |w|xyz|w|zu

� |w|xy |w|yz|w|zu + |w|y |w|z|w|xyzu + |w|xyz|w|yzu,

|w|x |w|y |w|zu + |w|x |w|yz|w|u + |w|xy |w|z|w|u + |w|xyzu

� |w|x |w|yzu + |w|xy |w|zu + |w|xyz|w|u + |w|x |w|y |w|z|w|u.

4. Sufficient conditions for complete inference

A very central problem concerning words, also important in numerous applications, is
to find some elements (factors, subwords, etc.) of words that characterize the word so that,
instead of the word itself, it suffices to investigate the elements. For instance, one might
be able to characterize a word in terms of some specific factors or subwords. Here the
characterization can be total or partial: the elements considered may determine the word
uniquely or only to a certain extent. A characterization in terms offactors, optimal in a
specific sense, was given in [2]. Here we consider characterizations in terms ofsubwords.
A general problem is the following.What numbers|w|u suffice to determine the wordw

uniquely?In addressing the general problem, one should specify a class of subwordsu such
that the values|w|u, whereu ranges over this class, determinew uniquely. Such a class
could consist of all words of at most a given length. Indeed, a notion often mentioned but
not much investigated in the literature, [1,6,13,15], is that of at-spectrum. For a fixedt �1,
thet-spectrum of a wordw tells all the values|w|u, where|u|� t. Following the notation of
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formal power series,[5], the t-spectrum of a wordw in �∗ can be viewed as a polynomial
in N0 < �∗ > of degreet .
For instance, the polynomialaa+ bb+ 2ab+ 2ba+ 2a + 2b is the 2-spectrum of the

wordabba, as well as of the wordbaab.
In general, one can define the function�(t) as themaximallength such that any word of

length�(t) is uniquely determined by itst-spectrum. See [15] for other details. The function
�(t) is discussed in detail in [3], where the original formulation of the problems is credited
to L.O. Kalashnik.
For instance, the two different words

abbaaab,baaabba(resp. ab2a3ba2b2a,ba3bab2a3b)

have the same 3-spectrum (resp. 4-spectrum), and are both of length 7 (resp. 12),[6]. This
shows that

�(3)�6, �(4)�11.

Perhaps one should not always consider subwords of thesamelength and take all of them.
Sometimes very few words (of different lengths) determine the word uniquely. Consider
wordsw over the alphabet{a, b}. We will now show howw can be uniquely inferred from
certain values|w|u. A good choice for the wordsu is the sequence

abi , i = 0,1,2, . . . .

Indeed, as shown in the following Lemma, the wordw can be uniquely inferred from its
Parikh vector(r, s) and the numbers

|w|abi , 1� i � min(r, s).

Lemma 2. Assume thatw andw′ are words over the alphabet{a, b} with the same Parikh
vector(r, s) and that

|w|abi = |w′|abi , 1� i � min(r, s).

Thenw = w′.

Proof. Recall that the Parikh vector of a wordw is the vector(|w|a, |w|b). Notice that
under our hypotheses one has|w|abi = |w′|abi , 1� i �r. Indeed, this is trivial ifr �s while
if s < r, then|w|abi = |w′|abi = 0 for s + 1� i �r. Thus, in order to prove the statement,
it is sufficient to show that the numbersr, s and

|w|abi , 1� i �r,

determine the wordw uniquely.
Consider ther occurrences of the lettera in w, and denote byxi, 1� i �r, the number

of occurrences ofb to the right of a particular occurrence ofa, when the occurrences ofa

are counted from left to right. Thus,

s �x1�x2� . . . �xr �0. (1)
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Denote|w|abi = �i , 1� i �r. We obtain the following system of equations:

r∑
i=1

(
xi

j

)
= �j , j = 1, . . . , r.

(This follows because, for instance, each subword occurrence ofab2 in w is obtained by
taking theith occurrence ofa, for somei where 1� i �r, and an arbitrary pair of thexi

occurrences ofb to the right of thisa.) When the binomial coefficients are written out as
polynomials, the system of equations takes the form

r∑
i=1

x
j
i = Pj (�1, . . . , �j ), j = 1, . . . , r,

where eachPj is a linear polynomial with positive integer coefficients. (The latter can be
given explicitly but this is irrelevant for our purposes.) For instance, we obtain forr = 4 :

x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = �1,
x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 2�2 + �1,
x31 + x32 + x33 + x34 = 6�3 + 6�2 + �1,
x41 + x42 + x43 + x44 = 24�4 + 36�3 + 14�2 + �1.

It is well known that this system has a unique unordered solution (on the complex field)
which is given by the roots of a suitable polynomial of degreer. This is, indeed, a straight-
forward consequence of Newton–Girard formulas relating the coefficients of a polynomial
and the sums of the powers of its roots.We derive that there is at most one ordered solution
(x1, . . . , xr ) wherexi, 1� i �r, are integers satisfying (1). Finally, the wordw is uniquely
inferred from the numbersxi ands. For instance, the values

|w|a = 4, |w|b = 11, |w|ab = 18, |w|ab2 = 48, |w|ab3 = 92,

|w|ab4 = 128

yield the (unique) wordw = b2ab5a2b3ab. This concludes the proof.�

Lemma 3. The statement of Lemma2 holds true if the sequence abi , 1� i � min(r, s), is
replaced by any of the three sequences

aib, bai , bia, 1� i � min(r, s).

Proof. The claim concerning the sequencebai follows from Lemma2, by interchanging
the lettersa andb. Consider the sequenceaib. Clearly,

|w|aib = |mi(w)|bai ,

wheremi(w) is the mirror image ofw. Thus,mi(w) and, therefore, alsow is uniquely
determined by the given numerical values. Finally, the claim concerningbia follows again
by interchanginga andb. �

Theorem 7. For any integerl, a wordw of length� l over the alphabet{a, b} can be
uniquely inferred from at most[l/2] + 2 specific values|w|u.
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Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma2 (or from Lemma 3), because min(r, s)�
[l/2]. �

For instance, the values

|w|a, |w|b, |w|ab, |w|ab2
determine uniquely a wordw of length�5. The result is optimal in the sense that no three
among the values suffice for the same purpose. The 5002 values

|w|a, |w|b, |w|abi , 1� i �5000,

determine uniquely a wordw of length �104. The 12-spectrum of a word consists of
somewhat more values but, according to[3], only words of length less that 600 are uniquely
determined by it. To infer uniquely words of length 104, the 18-spectrum is needed, [3].
In the consideration of spectra, attention may be restricted to binary alphabets, [3]. The

situation is different if one just wants to have a “good” set of values|w|u for the inference
ofw. If the alphabet is bigger than binary, one may consider the letters pairwise or try some
direct approach. In any case, one has to extend the results such as Lemmas 2 and 3.
Some results about the injectivity of Parikh matrix mappings have been presented in

[4,8,16]. The above considerations can be used to establish an injectivity result forgen-
eralizedParikh matrix mappings. We base our discussion on Lemma 2; Lemma 3 yields
analogous results.Consider thegeneralizedParikhmatrixmapping (over thealphabet{a, b})

�′ = �u, whereu = abt , t �1.

Thus, the matrices�′(w) are(t + 2)-dimensional. In the matrix�′(a) the only nonzero
entry above the main diagonal is the entry(1,2), whereas in the matrix�′(b) all entries
(j, j + 1), 2�j � t + 1, equal 1. By Theorem3, we have for an arbitrary wordw:

�′(w) =




1 |w|a |w|ab . . . |w|abt

0 1 |w|b . . . |w|bt

...
...

...
... |w|b

0 . . . . . . 0 1




.

Observe also that, for any wordw, the value|w|b determines uniquely all values|w|bi ,

i �1. Hence, the following result is a consequence of Lemma2 and Theorem 3.

Theorem 8. If the equation�′(w) = �′(w′) holds for different wordsw andw′, then
|w| = |w′| > 2t.

Theorem8 gives a numerical characterization of binary words in terms of matrices. It can
be extended to arbitrary words by considering the letters pairwise. However, this method is
not very efficient. It is likely that there are better direct ways for the characterization.
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5. Forbidden subwords

Forbidden factorsof words and infinitewords have beenwidely investigated.Aforbidden
factorof a wordw is simply a word that does not occur as a factor ofw. Forbidden factors
are sometimes of fundamental importance in determining the structure of the word itself.
A word u is aminimal forbidden factorof a wordw if u is a forbidden factor ofw but all
proper factors ofu are factors ofw. This notion has relevant connections with automata
theory, text compression and symbolic dynamics. The reader is referred to[11] and the
references given therein.
Analogous notions can be defined forsubwordsas well.

Definition 4. A word u is a forbidden subwordof w if |w|u = 0. A forbidden subwordu
of w isminimal if all proper factorsv of u satisfy|w|v > 0.

The purpose of this section is only to point out a direct connection between (minimal) for-
bidden subwords and generalized Parikhmatrices.We hope to return to forbidden subwords
in another contribution.

Theorem 9. A wordu is a forbidden subword of a wordw if and only if the entry in the
upper right corner of the generalized Parikh matrixMu(w) equals0.A forbidden subword
u of w is minimal exactly in case all other entries above the main diagonal inMu(w) are
positive.

Theorem9 follows by the definitions and Theorem 3. For instance, consider

w = baababb, u = abba.

Then

Mu(w) =




1 3 8 7 0
0 1 4 6 1
0 0 1 4 4
0 0 0 1 3
0 0 0 0 1


 ,

showing thatu is a minimal forbidden subword ofw. Observe thatu is a minimal forbidden
subword ofw also under the following modified definition: A forbidden subwordu of w is
minimalif all proper subwords ofu are also subwords ofw. Minimality under this modified
sense cannot be directly characterized by generalized Parikh matrices.
A transposition inw, resulting inw′ = baabbab, gives the matrix

Mu(w) =




1 3 7 6 2
0 1 4 6 3
0 0 1 4 5
0 0 0 1 3
0 0 0 0 1




and, thus,u is not forbidden.
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The defining condition for a forbidden subword,|w|u = 0, concerns estimations of the
number|w|u. The inequalities discussed in Section 3 yield readily such estimations. For
instance, the following result is a consequence of Theorem4.

Lemma 4. For any wordsw, u, x, y, z, whereu = xyz, we have

|w|u � |w|xy|w|yz
|w|y .

6. Conclusion. Open problems

Variousalgebraic considerationsconcerning Parikh matrices have been presented in the
literature, see for instance[7]. Parikh matrices are not closed under the ordinary addition of
matrices.A special operation

⊕
was introduced formatrices inMk in [7]. The entriesabove

the main diagonalin the matrixM1
⊕

M2 are obtained from the corresponding entries in
M1 andM2 by addition. (Thus, the main diagonal of the matrixM1

⊕
M2 consists of 1’s.)

If we are dealing with binary alphabets, then Theorem 2 implies that the “sum”M1
⊕

M2
of two Parikh matricesM1 andM2 is again a Parikh matrix. The same conclusion hold
for the “product”M1

⊗
M2 of two Parikh matricesM1 andM2, defined by entry-wise

multiplication. Indeed, if in bothM1 andM2 the only element of the third diagonal is within
the bounds allowed in Theorem 2, the same holds true with respect to the corresponding
element inM1

⊗
M2. Thus, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 10. Parikh matrices over the alphabet{a, b} constitute a commutative semiring
with identity, with respect to the operators

⊕
and

⊗
.

If the alphabet consists of three or more letters, thenM1
⊕

M2 is not necessarily a Parikh
matrix for Parikh matricesM1 andM2. As pointed out in[7], the matrixM1

⊕
M2 is not

a Parikh matrix ifM1 andM2 are the Parikh matrices resulting from the wordsabcandb,
respectively.
As regards the operation

⊗
, it is not easy to find similar examples. Indeed, it is an open

problemwhether or not the set of Parikhmatrices is closed under
⊗
. Thematrices satisfying

the property of Lemma1 are closed under
⊗
. (In other words, if everyminor of thematrices

M1 andM2 is a nonnegative integer, the sameholds true for thematrixM1
⊗

M2.) However,
not every matrix (inM) having this property is a Parikh matrix, [10,8].
Problems concerning the operation

⊗
belong to the more general problem area concern-

ing suitable algebraic operations for Parikh matrices. For instance, would theKronecker
productof matrices suit for some characterizations? Properly chosen algebraic operations
might contribute significantly to the general characterization and injectivity problems of
Parikh matrices, [4,10,8,16].
We conclude by mentioning some otheropen problems. Finding numerical values, such

as in Lemmas 2 and 3, from which a word can be uniquely inferred is a problem area of
considerable practical significance, [3,6,15]. What is a minimal or otherwise optimal set of
such values? Our considerations above deal with binary alphabets. In the general case one
can of course consider the letters pairwise, but a more direct approach is called for.
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A number of open problems relate Parikh matrices withlanguages. Given a language
L ⊆ �∗, we denote byM(L) the set of Parikh matrices associated to the words inL. Is
the equationM(L1) = M(L2) decidable whenL1 andL2 come from a specific language
family? This problem is open even for regular languages. Related problems are mentioned
in [8].
One can also specify an alphabet and some values|w|u, and study the set of wordsw,

where eachof these values ismet. For instance, the regular languageb∗(a3b+ab3+abab)a∗
results from the value|w|ab = 3, whereas the language(ba3b + abab)a∗ results from the
combination of the values|w|ab = 3 and|w|b = 2. The combination of the values

|w|aba = 1 and|w|babab6 = 5

yields the unique wordb5abab6. The conditions

|w|a = |w|b = |w|ab = i, for somei �1,

lead to a rather involved noncontext-free language. From finitely many conditions always
a regular language results. Thus, if we fix values for arbitrary entries in a (generalized)
Parikh matrix, then the set of all those words whose Parikh matrix has the fixed values in
the corresponding entries is regular. Infinite languages are obtained by leaving open some
entries in the second diagonal.
Subword historieswere considered above in Section 3. Theequality problem, that is, the

problem of deciding whether two subword histories assume the same value for all words,
was settled in[10]. The correspondinginequality problemis open: given two subword
historiesSH1 andSH2, is the value ofSH1 for an arbitrary wordw less than or equal to that
of SH2? For instance,baab�bab+ baaabbecause

|w|baab� |w|bab+ |w|baaab
holds for allw. In the general case it is not even known whether the problem is decidable.
The case of one-letter alphabets is easy to settle. By[10], the attention may be restricted
to linear subword histories. One can also show that the inequalityu�v holds between two
“monomial” subword historiesu andv only in caseu = v.
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